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J CHAPTER ~II 

THE NYAYA.THEORYOF PERCEPTION 

1. ·Reality of the object in Perception 

Perception is ·the one • instrument of knowledge admitted by all -schoois 
. ,. . . . . .. 

. alik.e. 1 The obvious conception ·of a contact between sense-organ and object 

. (indriyarthasannikarsa) was the starting-point . for th~ development of the 

. doctrine, and appea;~· in tlie Nyaya, VaiS'esika and Mimamsa siitras~ But the · . . . . 

ambiguous charact~r of the 'object' suggested doubts as to its reality at a very 

. early period: so that the defence of the validity of perception assumes at a very 

early. stage the form of a 'r~futation of idealism'. An. early statement of the 
. . 

. I . . -

· refutation is fortunately preserved in. Sahara's Bhasya ·on Mimainsiisutra, and 
. . 8 . . 

forms as convenient ·preface .t~ .the doctrine of perception. 

. . , 
. . The_ Vftiikiira 's .. refutation, embodied in Sahara,_ falls into three parts each 

of which meets a distinct . difficulty: and 1he first and third parts deal with the 
. . 

two difficulties. which,. according to Vatsyayana's interpretation, led to the. 

insertion into the Nyiiy"a-Siitra 's definition of the two words avyabhicari and 

avyapadesyam .. The second part .meets the 'idealistic' argument. from dreams . 

. which is dealt with in a later section ofthe Nyiiyasiitra in the course. of a polemic 

against Buddhist views~f The three ~ifficulties are (1) the existence of erroneous· 

perceptions· side by side with true pe_rceptions ; (2) "the existence in drea~s of 

'perceptions' which admittedly have no basis (niriilambana) in an external 

object present to sense, and (3) the impossibility of characterizing (vyapadis~) 

·cognitions without reference to the objects cognized, so that thought without 

things seems empty, void, or nothing (fu~ya/ . And, as things have already 

. been shown to be unreal, the paradoxical conclusion emerges. that everything is 

void and n?thing {Suny~viida). 
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FIRST DIFFICULTY 

·.·· Perception and Error 

. ~- . . . . . . ... 
The argument in Sahara is as follows.- The opponent says that the means 

. . . . . . 

of cognition ·need· ·examination, because they sometimes ert (ryabhiciiriit 

par~iiavy~m).· '~For in as much as mother. of pearl has the look of silver, 

·thereby perception errs;· and inference arid . the other means of· cognition · err 
. . . . ~ . . . : 

. because they ·are based on perception. It is replied: "This is not so. That which i~ 

really perception. does not err; and what err:s . is not perception". lhe opponent · 

asks for a defmition of perception so understood, and the V rttikara answers with 

. an amended version ·of the sutra: · - tatsamprayage puru~asyendriyii1Jiim 

buddhijanmd sat pr~tyciksam -."When a' man's sense-organ,s are in contact with 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . 

. . that, the arising of cognition is. true perception". In other. words, perception, 

properly so called; is cognition which has as its object the very thing with wh.ich 
. . . 

the sense-o~gans is hi ·contact (yadvi~ayakam jnanam, tenatva samprayog~).4 

The opponent asks : . "How is it kri.own that in the· one case (i.e. that of real 

perception) the organ is in contact with an object which is the object -as -

cognized, while in the other case (that of error) it is in contact with something 

other than the object-as-cognised, while .in the other case (that of error) it is in 
. . . 

contact with something other than the . object-as-cognised · ? A man who 

apprehends silver. where· there is actually mother of pearl thinks that his visual 
. . . . . 

organ is in contact-with silver." The reply is that it is known when a conflicting 
,. 

cognition arises, so that the m~n says to himself 'this was a mistaken cognition 
. ' 

and arose when the organ was actually in contact with something different - yes, 

but how could it be known before the conflicting cognition arose? Since at that 

time there -was nothing to distinguish a true perception from an erroneous 

apprehension,- It is answered that false-cognition arises when either the organ is 

affected ·by obscurities or the object by impediments to· perception such as 

minuteness. Contact of organ and object is the cause of (true) perception, while 

defects affecting either factor (organ or object) are the cause of false 
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. apprehension. - Yes~ but how is it kllown that defects are or are not present? The .. 

~swet is: ·"If after looklngfor defects carefully we do· not find them we accept 

the experience as not impaired by defect~: because there is no proof that it is so 

impaired.· 

. Vatsy~yami, . commenting on the w~rd avyiibhiciirf. in th~ definition of 

· perception given in the Nyiiya Siitra5 .answers the same objection to the validity 

of"percepti~~- in th~ same way.6 

In the summer the soo's.rays commingle·with earth-:-wannth and become 

.· tremtllous~ These coinitlg in ·contact with the visual orgari of a person at a 

distance," 7 the cogniti~Ii of water arise from contact of orga~ and object. And (as 

· it 'arises. from contact of organ and· object') it would tum out to be perception'' 

(and so perception, which is supposed to be a pramii1Ji1, an instrument of pramii 

. or truth, is an _instrument of error). 

·. . ''It is with reference to thi~ possible objection that the word avyabhtciirlis 
. . . 

introduced ·into the definition. Cognition of 'that' in what is not that (atasmims 
• • • ~ • ! 

iat/ is chara~terized as vyabhiciirT: while cognition ·of 'that' i~ what is that is 

avyabhiciiri, non-erroneous. Perc~pti.on is non-erroneous cognition."8 

·The first phase of the discussion, . of" erro; in perception may be regarded 

. as ending with the limitation of the name perception to true cognitions of sense. 

But. obviously . the ·difficulty can recur in . an acuter form as soon as analysis 
. . 

reveals the distinction be~een the "bare impr~ssio~ of sense' and 'fictions,of 
. . . 

imagination': for the appli~a~ion of the fomiula tasmin tad itijifiinam- 'knowing 

that as that'~: is seen to be less simple than it looked 

at first when the 'ideal element' in perception is insisted on. The discussion then 

passes into another phase: a phase which may be said to ·crystallize in the term 

. kalpaniipoflha, "stripped of ide.as,'~ by which Ditinaga describes pure perception. 
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. . · ·SECOND DIFFICULTY 

Perception and Dreams (Idealist Afgumen:t) · · 
. . ' . . . . 

.The secop.d part of Sahara's argument is the part to which the appellation 

of a refutation . of· idealism may most appropclately be. given,. the analogy . 

between perception and the baseiess fabric . of our .dreams · being in the 

characteristic vein of idealism. 

The objector argues: "All ideas are without ... ~xtemal objects, like dreams 

(sarva eva· niriilambanii~ svapizavat pratyciyiih). An. idea has no ground in· 

··external objects : reality (svabhiiva) ·is falsely attributed. to a fream ·; and the 

waking P.erson's apprehension of '~ posf or 'a wall', too,. is no more than. an 

· idea (pratyaya eva) ; and therefore it, too, is not grounded in any external object 

(tasmiit so 'pi niriilambanah) ". 
:· . . ' ' . 

. . 
It may be said in reply: - The waking man's apprehension of a post was 

. . . 

perfectly certain (supariniscita ): . how shall it prove false? But. the apprehension 

in :the dr~ain was perfectly certain in· exactly the same way: piior to waking there 

was.no difference in this respect. But there is a difference, for dreams ~e found 

to be erroneous~ while error is not found in the waking cognition. 

The ·opponent t~torts that his point is that error will be found iri 1Vaking 

cognition, seeing th~t, ·the waking· cognition resembles · dream-co~~ition 

(tatsiimiinyiit). If the · dream-cognition is false ·because· it is art · idea 

· (pratyayatviit), the same must be true of waking-ideas. The mere fact of having 

~m "idea is enough to establish· falsity, - and it is impossible to say that :waking- · 

cognition is other than· an idea. 

The answer to this is that the· falsity of dream-cognitions is kriown from 

something else than from their being ideas, .namely from their conflicting 
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character. And if it be asked 'whence comes this conflicting character?' the 

answer ~s that it. comes from the i~paired efficacy:ofthe internal orgah in sleep . 

. . SleeJ?kes~ is th~ ~a~se of the eironeous chamct~r of drea~.:ideas. :Therefore a 

. w8Jdng person's ideas are not erroneous (since then the. internal organ is .not th~s 

~mpalred): · · 

: To the objection that whep. a ·person is awake, too, there .may be defects in 
. . . . 

.the ipstruinents· of cognition. which cause falsity of id~as, the. answer is that if 
. . 

there were .such defects they ~ould be' .known. As for the objection that at the 

time .. of·having· the dream-ideas the im.pairemetit of the. internal organ is not 

realized, though present, the answer is that on waking the person realizes that his 

internal organ was overcome with sleep. 

·. ·DIALECTIC OF WHOLE AND PART 
. . 

·The treatment· of the. dream-argument in the Nyiiya ·.is confined to four 
. . . . 

· siitras. (NS IV, ii. 31-34) and forms a small part only . of the general polemic 

directed forms a small part only of the general polemic directed against . the 

. Buddhist denial of reality (NS IV. Ii. 4-37). The general purport of the skeptical 

·dialectic ·which· this· passage a~. a whole meets is perhaps· best described in ·a 

· couplet found in.the Lankiil!atfira Siitra - · 

BuddhyQ, vivicy amiiniiniim -svabhiivo niivadhiiryate ato nirabhilapyiis te 

nihsvabhiiviil ca darsita~: 

Perception (P~atyalqa) is accepted as one .of the four means ~fknowing 

(pamiil;za) accepted in Nyaya-Logic. In fact, it has been accepted as eldest among 

·. the four means of knowi11g (Pramii~ajye.s_tha) on account of the fact that other 

pramfil}as like inferen~e (anumfina) etc. are dependent on perception.·In.~he case · 

. of inferential cognition (anumiti) the perceptual k)J.owledge of hetu {prabans) and. 

the invariable relation between hetu (prabans) and siidhya {prabandum) are 

essential. The knowledge attained t4rough comparison (upamiti) depends on the 
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perceptUal knowledge. of similarity (sadrsyajniina). Even the. testimonial 
• • • : # ' ' • 

knmvledge /fabdajfiiina) would not be possible, and thereby no perceptual ... 

kno~ledge. of word etc. Hence, the Indian L_ogi~ians in general and Naiyayika~ · 

in partic~lar ·ha~e giv~n- much emphasis on the tpeory of perception and .. its 

primacy. · Co.;sidering. its . iniportan~e in·. Indian epistemology Gauta~a -has 

mentioned perception at ·the very beginning and afterwards the mention of 

. inference etc. is made. 

. Let us concentrate· on some of the definitions of perception given in 

vanous.texts of the Nyaya system of Indian Philosophy. 

II 

Kesava. Ivlisra i~ ·his · Tarkabhas~ ha·s interpreted term 'Salgatkara' as 
. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

perceptual knowledge and . the ·term 'pratyalqa; as the means of perceptual 

knowledge.9 

:According: to som.~- thinkers like Uddyot~ara etc, the term 'pratya~a' 

.. literally nieans what is related _to the senses, while others Uke P!asastrapada etc .. 

are of the view that the term 'pratyaksa' literally means 'knowledge .which· is 
.. 

. dependent on the senses; 10 
. 

. . 

· In the Nyaya system perception -is defined as the knowledge which arises 

out ofthe contactofthe s~nse-organ with the ~bject. 11 

. . . . 
But in the Ny~yasiitra of Gautallla the definition of perception is· quite 

·different from the above-me11tioned . one. To Gautama ...:. perception is· the 
. . . . . . . . . . 

knowledge w~ich is produced out of the conta~t of the sense-organ with object 

andis not caused due to words (avyapadesya), is·certain (vyavasiiyiimaka) and 

invariably connected with the object (avyabhic;ari). 12 

It may be a~gued th~t the definition of perception given by the·_Naiyayikas 

is defective. Because in the case of perception there is a contact between object 

. and sense-organ which is associated with mind which is again. connected with 

atman or self. So self and mind are vital causes of perception which cannot be 
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denied, but the rol~ of self and mind is not mentioned in the above-mentioned . . : . . 

definitions~13 

. In·reply, the Naiyayikas may argue 'that in, the defmition ofperception, the· 

SJ?ecial cause· ort~e tinc~mmon•~ause (kiiral}a) of it has been mentio~ed~ Kara'!a 

is defined as ''Vyiipiiravad asiidharm;z~kiiral}a,h k&ra~a!h, ,; (i.e., ·the uncommon 

cause along with inte~~diary is called a kar~na). But self; mind etc. ar~ .twt the 
. .. . ·• '· . . . 

. uncoinmon causes but the common ·causes of perception by virtue of the fact tha{ 

they are common ·1n.·iflference, comparison and testimony also .. ·Hence,· it is 

necessary to mention the chara,;teristics of the perceptual cognition which are 
. . 

different . from other sources of valid cognition. It is not at all necessary to 

· mention the role of iitman and mind in the defmition.14 

According to the Naiyayikas, ·sense-object~contact is the primary cause 

and self-mind-contact is the secondary cause of perception, which is explained · 

with .. the help of the following metaphor~ A person sle~ps soundly; suddenly he 

wakes up hearing ~doud sound or a violent ·push. Here the primary cause of his 

waking up is the sense-object-contact and not the conscious-guidance of· his 

mind by the self. So sense-object-contact is primary and self-mind-coritact is the 

secondary cause of perception; 

It may be ·objected· that the ·definitions of perception giVen m 

Tarkasamgraha and· Nyiiyabhii§ya is not applicable to God's perception and 

. henc·e it suffers from the defect called avyiipti. God's perception not caused by 
,. ,. 

sense-obj~ct-contact does not come under the purview of ~e above~mentioned 
. . . '. \. 

definition~. · . 

In order to accommodate such perception the Neo-logicians have given 

the another new. definition of perception which . runs at . follows: 

"Jifiiniikiital}d.k~m "f!anam pratyak~wn " or the knowledge ·. in: which the·· 

knowledge is not the instrument is called perception. 15 As inference is based on 

. the knowledge of invariable concomitap.ce, comparison on the knowledge of 

similarity, verbal testimony· on the· knowledge of words, they are described as 
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jiiiinakaranaka1niina (i.e. the knowledge arising out of the instrumentality of. 

another ~ow ledge). A.~ pe~ception ·does not depend on ··other knowledge, it i~ . 
called fniiniikaraf}akajniina. This n~w definition has been introduced by . the 

Neo-logicians. _so that God's perception . may. come· under the. ptirvtew of 

· perception;16 

·.Let. us explain and examine the definition of. perception given by the 

Naiyayikas. Regarding this a questiOJ1 ~ay arise . why the terms 'sense-organ' 

· ·. (indriya) 'obje~t'· (artha) ·and. 'contact' (sannikars'a) are inserted in it. The 
. . . .. 

. · Sanskrit term 'indriya' doestiot stand for sense-organ in· the physiological sense: 

For, the defmition of indriya is that which, not being the seat (aniisraya) of a 

manifest ( udbhiita) specific quality ( viSesa-gurza) other than sound is the seat of 
. . . . . . 

that conjun~tion .with miinas '(mana~asamyoga)" which is the· condition of 

cognition (jiltiri~kiirana ).According to the Nyaya and Vaise~ika, the conjunction 
. ·• . # . . . • · •. 

of fndriya with miinas which is a quality inheres in the sense-organ as well as 

in the mimas or .mind. So indriya is· the seat (alraya) oft_hat conjunction which is 

one condition of perception. Again it is not th~ substratum (anasraya) of 

manifest specific quality other than sound. The first part of the definition (i.e. not 

being· the . locus ·of the . manifest specific· quality other than · sound -

· 'sabdetarodbhiitaviie~agur.zaniisrayrzi:ve sati ') has be~n gtven so that self or . 

Atman does not come under-sense-organ. Though self is. the locus of the contact· 

of the mind, tht( cause of knowledge, it is the· locus (but not the non-locus) of the 
. . 

. . . . . . . . . . . 

manifest specific quality other than · sound. · So the definition of sense-organ 
.. 

cannot be applied to the ear as it is· the locus of sound, which is the manifest 

specitlc.quality. So, the adjunct 'other than sound' (Sabdet~ra) has been inserted 

in the definition. As the specific qualities like colour etc.· exist in eye etc. the 

definition of sense-organ cannot be applied to . them and hence the adjunct 

'manifest;-. (ubdhiita) has been inserted in the definition~ As the colour etc. are 

not manifest specific qualities, they ~annot be taken into consideration.17 There 

are five external sense-organs .and one internal sense-organ. The perceptions 
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caused by. external sense-organs are knoWn as olfactory (ghrii1Jaja), . the 

'gustatory (riisana), the. visual (cii~~a), the cutaneous (spiir.§ana) and .the . 

. audltory · (srdjra) organs: Per~eptjon caused. by intemai sense-organ is known· as . 

Miinasa. Each and every sense-orga~ has a p~rticular ·object of its own i.e. 

. . differ~~t s~nse-organ~ ha:ve different objects e.g. the fu/nctio~ of olfactory sense-.. 

organ is to receive smell whi~h is the object of this sense-organ etc.18 

In the definition of pratyalcya~ . the teffit. 'artha' is· rendered as 'object' 

·which stands for a 'real thi~g'' bu~ it does not stand for anything of which o~e 
may aware without the contact of the sense-organ. So the word 'artha' is used in 

. the sense of only perceptible object. Perception will not be possible without a 

contact between such an. object and the sense-organ. In the. Nyayasiitra ; the 

word 'artha, means the five. qualities belonging to. the five elements that are. 

e~ (p{thivi), water (ap), fire (tejas), air (vayu) and elllpty space (iikiisa) from 

which the senses originate.19 
. 

. . . . . 

To· the ·Naiyayikas, our perception is dependent on the .contact of the 

sense-organ (indriya) with the object (artha). This contact or relation is known· 

as 'sannikar§a' which is the 'operative relation'. 

Gaut~ma · has included the . term 'sannikar~a' instead of the terms 

'smnyoga' or 'samavaya, ·as sannikarsa embraces both the entities (i.e. object . . . . . 

·and sel).se-organ).20 
. 

In· the Nyiiyabha§ya : ~atsyayana says that 17!;driyiirthasannikar§a is the . 

sp,e~ial cause (kdrdiJa) ofpercepti~n. And the sensibl~ ~bjects.i.e. quality (iw;ia), 

action (kriya), universal (jati) etc~ do not have any relation of contact (sarhyoga) 

with.the sense-organs. So Gautama in his·sutra has used the term 'sannikar~a' 

(instead of the . term 'samyoga ') through which the other. relations including 

saJzyqga are to be understood.21 

This sense-object-contact is of six kinds.22 
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First, we have a case of direct contact which consl.sts in the conjunction 

·_ (smnyoga) between: sense· and ·its object: For example, in perceptio~ of a 

substance. like a pot or a cloth, we may perceive either by vis_ual or by tactual

sense-_organs. In both kinds·of per~_eption the visual sens~-organ (ca!qu) or the . 

. . tactual sense~organ'. (tvak) coiries in. direct. conjunCtion (smnyoga). with the 

substance ·which is the operative relation.23 

Secondly, we have a case of indirect relation (parampariisarhbaridha) _ 

.. which i~ c~lied 'inherence in the conjoined' (samyukta- scimaviiya) be~een the 

. sense and the sensible qualities of the object .. For example, in the ·case of 

perception of a pot we cannot have direct perception of the colour of it. The 

relation. between ·the sense ·and the colour is not directly perceived by the ·sense. · 
' . . . . . . . - . . 

So the ·relation betWeen_ the sense and the quality is called 'inherence in .the . 

~onj-oined' (samyuktcJSamaviiya ). 24 

Thirdly, not o~ly the colour I.e. red c~lour of the pot but the univ~rsal Le.' 

'redness' which _inheres in the- particuiar colour is also- perceived. Here the-
. . ~ . . . . . . . 

operative relation betWeen the serise~orgrut" and the universal is called 'iriherence 

inherent in the conjoined (smnyukta-samaveta-samaviiya) in the case of the -

-perception of redness of the p-ot, we have an indirect relation ~ith redness which 

inheres in the-substance 'pot' .25 

Fourthly, the indirect sense-object-contact is kriown as inherence 

(samaviiya) which ~emai~s i~ .the p~rception of sound by the auditory sense~ 
organ· or ear. According· to th.e Nyaya School, th_~ ear which is a sense_-organ is · 

.. ,·. . . . . ' ,· . . . 

. the space (iikasa) limited by_ auditory passage (kan:zaia~kulyavacchinnmii · 

nabha~) and sound is a quality. As quality always exists in a substance through 

the relation of inherence, so~nd as a quality exists in'the space (iikiisa) which is a 

-·substance through the relation of inherence (sama~iiya). 2,f::. 

Fifthly, the ·sense-object-contact called 'inherence m the inherene 

(samaveta-samaviiya) remains not only in the perception of sound by the ear but 
I • I • 

in the perception of 'soundness' also which inheres in the sound which again is 
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related to ear through the relation of inherence. The r~lation between soundness 

. and ear is. called samavetasamavaya.21 These five kinds .of rel~tion remain 

between the s~nse .. organ~-and the positive entities.·Sixthly, there is the relation 

.. · b~twee~ the sense-organ and. the negative entity ~hich Is called the reiation of 

·.· 'characteriser and characterised; ('Vise~ara -vise§ya-bhava). For example, 'I am 
. . . . . . . .. . . . . 

seeing the absense of· a jar on the ground'. According to. the Naiyayikas, an 
. . . . . .. . . . 

absence is as much a-fact as presence. The case may be Cited in a different way if · 

. we tuni the sentence as 'I .am seeing the ground endowe4 ~ith the absence ~f a 

jar'. ~ere my eye which is. the sens~-organ is in conjunction with. the ground 

which is characterized by the absence of a jar. So there is the operative relation 

between the eye as ·the .sense-organ and 'the absence of a jar' as the object. This 
. . 

relation is described as the relation of' characteriser-chaiacterised~ '28 

In .order- to accommodate absence in perception, the Naiyayikas admit this 

sixth· ki.ri.d of sens~-object-contact (relation of characteriser-characterised) . 

. ·.According to · this . view, non-apprehension (anupalabdhi) and · presumption 
. . ·. . . ' .. 

(arthapatti) are not separate Pramanas but they are included in perception and· 
. . . . . . 

in(erence respectively. So the N aiyayikas have to admit the sixth kind of sense

. object-contact, ·where it is stated that ·absence can come in contact with· the 

sense-organ; 

· According to Vatsyayana, it is the function of a lamp to reveal the object 

which eXists an~ also whiCh does· not exist. So when a man-cannot see an object 

with the help of a lamp, he would come to the conclusion that the object is not 
. . . . . . . . 

there. If it were present there, it would have be~n seen with the help of the lam]J. 

In the same ·way, when an object is not kp.own with the help of a particular . 

Pramal)a, it .would be treated as absent. The knowledge of the absence of an 

.. 

object through a particular Pramaf)a proves the non-.existence of it. So the 

Prama11a (particularly perception) which reveals the existence of an object also 

reveals the non-existence of other object.29 That is why, the Naiyayikas do not 
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·accept 'anupalabdhi' as a separate source of valid. knowledge (Pramiif)a). 

According to them, this· non-existence of an objeCt can be .. perceived through ~e · 

relation cailed 'chani~teriser-characterised' (vise§ana. -vise§ya-bhiiva}. 
. . . . . . . 

· In tlie super .commentary Nyiiyabodinfon Dipikii of Tarkasamgraha three· · 

types .of contact .in th~ case .of the perception of absence have been accepted~ 
. . 

They are qualifi~r in the conjoined (sainyukta- vise§cina), qualifier inherent in the 
. . p 

.. conjoined (samyukta-samaveta~viie§GlJa) and qualifier· inherent in the inhered 

conjoined object (samyukta-samqveta-samaveta-vise~a1Ja). In the case· of the. 
. . 

perception of a jar, we ~lso perceive the non-existe~ce of clotlmess in it. Here 
. . 

the absence of.clothness inheres in the jar which comes in contact ( C<:>njunction). 

with·the eye, be.cause in a jar there is the distinction (bheda). of a cloth; which is· 

· also reveaied sim~ltaneously. So there is another case of the perception of non- . 

existence. This contact between 'th~ eye' as the sense-organ and 'the absence of 

·cloth ness in the object is called sam)rukta- vise§a'Ja (i.e. conjoined qualifier). 

Again, while perceiying a jamess (existing in a jar) the absence ·of · 
. . 

earthness in it is also· revealed .. Here the absence of earthness inheres ·in the 

jamess (through the relation of inherence) which also.inheres in the jar which is· 

in conJunction with the eye. so· the perception of the llon;.existence of earthness 
. . 

. . 

in jameSS is possible· through the contact called samyukta-samaveta- ViSe§Gl}Q 

(qualifier inp.erent in tile conjoined) . 

. ·Again, in the case of the perception of coloumess (existing in the colour· · 

of ·a jar), we ~lso perceive the non-existence of bluenes~ in it. The absence· of· 

blueness inheres in the coloumess which also inheres in the colour wh{ch again 

inheres in the jar. This is.conjoined with the eye. So, the contact between the eye 
. . 

as .the sen.se-organ and the absence of bluness ·as the object is called samyukta-

sa"!aveta-samaveta- vise~alJa (i.e. qualifie~ inherent in that which is again 

inherent in the conjoim!d}. 30 
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In.the definition of perception viz., indriyathasannikarsotpannamjniinam. 
. . . - .. 

. · pratyalqam, etc Vacaspati Misra Is of the opinion t4&t the term 'utpanna' is the · 

.indicative of th~- fact that the s~nse-object-contact is instrument&l in. bringing 

· about perceptual knowledge. 

In the ~djunct 'lndriyarthasannikar~a' of the defmition, the term ~ artha., 
:' . . .• . :' . . 

has· been inserted after keepi~g some purpose in view. It is to indicate the fact 

that the object should be kn6wable in shape and size.32 
. . . 

·Let us consider the purpose of the inclusion of the term 'avyapadeS)'am ' 
. . 

which means 'unm1ineabh'!' ··or '~on:.expressible' through· w?rds·. According to 

Vatsyayana, every individual manifestation of knowledge of an obj~ct which is 
. . 

produced out of the contact of the sense-organ with the object is expressed by 

words like colour; taste etc. The cognition which. is expressed through words 

. would be taken as produced from verbal testimony. Iri. order to exclude this 
. . . . . . 

possibility the term · avyapad~i),a· has . been . inserted in the defmitiori. · It has · 

further been stated that the name of the perceived object is necessary when this 

knowledge is being communicated to others. The main purf,ose of the use. "of the" 

term is to point out that the.knowledge produced from the sense-object-contact 

•. can never.be con~idered as ·verbal comprehension.33 
. . . . . 

. Some scholars think that the term avyapade{yam· . has been inserted. in the 

definition in order to include· indeterminate perception (which is not expressed· 

through words) under perception. When our sense-organ has got contact with a .· 
. \ . . 

particular .object, the knowledge of that object cannot be expressed ·at first. But 
,. 

the existence of such knowledge caimot be ignored, as it becomes. the cause of 

the ·later knowledge· endowed with name, universal etc. Hence the term 
·. . . . . 

avyapadesyam· indicates that the indeterminate perception is also a kind of 

· · perception. 34
. Moreover, this adjunct removes the charge of impossibility of the 

. . v . v . 
definition given ·by :¢)iaJ1rhari.35 According to }1,M.ap:rhari, there iS no knowledge 

in this world which cannot be expressed through words and hence we always 

come across an object qualified by words.36 
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·so far as this theoiy is concerned, one might think that the defmition of 
. . . : 

per~eption ·unduly extends to the verbal co~ition :l~ading· ·to the defect of 

impossibility, as .each and. e~ery individual manifestation .of knowledge is 
. . 

expressed. through .words. Through the insertion of. the above-mentioned term 

Gautama wants to·indi~ate. that there is .at least the eX"jstence ofa· state which is 
. . . . . . . . 

·. not . endowed with a word,. its denotation' and their relation. Though. the 

judgements like·. 'this is a cow' are verbalized ktiowledge, there· is the initial 

-sense-perception which is capable of being defined and this has become possible 

through insertion of the ~djunct avyapadesya.31 

Let us consider the significance of the insertion of the term avyabhiciiriin 

. the definition of perception. When we attain the ki:towledge _-of water in the case 

of mirage connected. with. suni-ays during summer; it (i.e. the knowledge of 

. water)· would come un.der the puryiew of perception as it is produced out of the 

sense-object-contact. The insertion of the term avyabhicarT entails that such type. 
. . 

of knowledge would not be considered. as a perceptual one .. The perceptual 
. ·. . . . . . ·. . . . 

knowledge would. always be non-deviated (avyabhiciiri) and hence it is always . . . . . . . . . 
J . 

the right cognition of an object. That is, when an obl.{ect is known as such, it is 
. . . . ~. . 

. called non-devh!ted knowledge and an object known otherwise "is called deviated 
. . 

· (vyabhicii~i). 38 

One may have doubt (regarding the nature of an object seen at a distance)· 

in_the. form~ ·'Whether it is smoke or dust.' ·such type. of dubious Imowledge 

would be treated as ·a perceptu'al one as it is produced from the sense-objeCt-
~ . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . 

contact. In order io exclude such:.type of knowledge from perception, the tenn 

·vyiivasiiyiitamaka has been inserted in the definition. The cognition which being . . 

·produced from the sense-object-contact becomes· certain in c~aracter is called 

perception. 39 

It inay he argued that doubtful cognition is produced· from the contact of 

the self with mind and not by sense-object-contact. So, there is no necessity for 

. incorporating the term vyavasiiyiitmaka in the definition. 
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The above-mentioned view isnot tenable.4° For when one sees an object 
. . . 

: ~ith the help of eye, one has a doubtful cognition. It is found that in all cases of 

perc~ptjon ·our sense-o~gan is operative. The doubtful .. cognition would -be 
. . . . . 

included. in perception on the. basis. of having the characteristic 'sense-object-

. . . ·.contact'. ln order . to . excl~de .. such type . of' c~gnitioil from the purview· ~f 

per~eption the adjunct 'vyavasiiyiitmaka' 'has been ins~rted in the definition; To 

.Vacaspati ·Misra doubtful cognition has already been excluded. from perception 
. . . . . 

with the help of the term avyabhiciiri. (i.e. non-deviated) ~md hence the term 

vyavasiiyiitniakain b.as been · inserted · only to include determinate perception 

under the· purview· of perception. This point or interpretation has not . been 

mentioned by Vatsyayana and Uddyotakara as it -is very simple to them and 

need_~ no explanation.41 

. . 

As per the nature of the sense-object-contact which is instrumental to all 
. . ·. . . . . 

per(!eption~,- p~rception has b~en divided by the Naiyayikas into two broad 

classes. viz. _laukilm or noimal· and alaukika or supernormal perception. Again, 
. . . 

no:r;mal (laukika), perception has been divided into. six· classes. i.e. olfactory, 

gustatory, visual, tactual, auditory and mental perception due to six kinds of 

.. sense-organ.·. 1)1ere. is another classification . of. nomial perception viz., 
. . . . . . . 

. ni~ik(l/paka or the mdet~rminate perception' and savikalpaka or the determinate 

perception. 

Though the distinction between nirvikalpaka and savikalpaka perceptions 

. is generally recogriized in·· Indian philosophy, there is difference of opinion 

among the different systems:·.as to their exact nature and validity. To some:. 
. . . . 

thinkers, nirvikalpaka is not at all a case of perception; and hence all perceptions 
. ~ . 

are savikalpakas. But according to the Naiyayikas, ninJikalpaka is as much a · 

case of perception as savikalpaka. 

. Literally nirvikalpaka means that · in ·which there is no vikalpa and 

savikalpaka means that in which there is a vikalpa. Now what is to be 

understood by the term vikalpa? The term :vikalpa ·means name, universal, a 
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quality or a ~elation of '~haracteriser-characterised' (vise§al}a~vise~a-bhliv.a~. 

So~· nirvikalpaka perception is a perception which ·is· not endowed· with Iiame, 

uniyersal, quality .or relation of characteriser-characteri,sed. 

In other words,· nir-Vikalpaka cognition. means nifprakaraka which means 

.that which bas no prakii'ra or qualifier. Prakara denotes ~something having·soffie· 
. . ; . . . 

character'. (i.e. vise~ana ). Nirvikalpaka cognition is thus . a cognition whose 
. . - •. . . . 

· ·object is not given as having some character. That is to say, .an indeterminate or 

nirvikalpaka perception is a cognition which does not apprehend the· relation · 

betWeen the· qualifier and. the qualificand ... But in. the case of determinate 

perception there is the apprehension of the relation between the qualifier and the. 

qualificand. WJten a jar is known, there is apprehension of qualifier (i.e. jarness )~ 

· . quali.ficant Gar) and their relation (i.e . .inherence)'. But nirvikalpaka cognition of 
. . . . 

a jar would be the cognition of something which is not characterized by the 

. specific.fe~tures of the jar. The object of nirvikalpqkG-cogpition would be simple 

entity and not anything complex.· How can · the ·reality . of the nirvikalpaka 

. perception·he.proved? 

. The reality of such perception is proved with the help or' an inference in .. 

the following way: 

The cognition of a qualified entity(visi:S'fa) is due to the cognition. of the 

qualifier (vi.Se§alJ'a). The cognition of'cow' is the cognition of a qualified entity. 
. . 

. . 

Therefore, the c~gnition of·'cow' is due to the cognition of a qualifiyr . 

. ·.From the cognitioit 'a person pos~esshig ~stick; (dandi purusah) we have 
. . . . . ·• . . . 

the ·cognition of something having the character 'with a stick'. But witho.ut the 

· cognition of 'stick' one cannot have the cognition of 'one with a stick'. The . ·.· 

cognition of stick-is the .cognition of qualifier. Here the cognition of 'one with a · 

stick' (visi~fa) is foll~wed from· the cognition of a 'stick' (viSe§aJ;za). The · 

cognition of 'stick' again is followed from the cognition of its qualifier,· i.e. 

'stickness' if stick is taken as a qualified object. And the cognition of 'stickness' 
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is here the nirvikalpaka cognition. To claim that it establishes the reality of 
. . - : . . . 

· nirvikalpaka "is to claim that the ~ognition of a qualifier is the cognition of 

. comething that is not itself qualified. Because if the cognition of qualifier were 

take~ .to be d~terminate or .s~vikalpaka the defect of i~ftrzite regress would crop · · 
. . . 

rip. For ex~mple, the cognition of a qualified entity 'cow' is due to th~ cogiliti~n 

of "its qualifier 'cowness'. Again the cognition of the entity 'coWI1ess' is · 
. . 

dep~ildent on th~ cognition of 'cowness-ness' and in this way it will lead to ~e: 
. . . 

defect called infinite regress.: So i~ order to avoid this difficulty the N aiyayikaS 

. accept· the qualifier of a· qualified entity as nirvikalpaka ·or ,indeterminate: So.· 

here the cognition of 'cowness'· is cognized in itself; ~at is, without. any further 

· ·qualifier. And the actuality of nirvtkalpaka perception is proved in this way. 

··III 

. From the above.discussions the following comments may be made. First, 

·the ·defmition .. ofperceptio~.given by Annambhatta is to. some -~xtent differe~t .· 
. . -· . 

. Jrom .that given by Gautama .. In th~ later, three terins viz., ayyapadesyam"~ 

avyabhiciiriand vyavasay5t~gkani have been included. but these are not fo~nd 
in the former. It is perhaps the intention of Gautama to include both· the 

. . 
. . . . 

defiriiti<;m and classification in the same siitra. For the characteristic feature of a 

. siitra is to discuss all the . matters. in a ·very minimfzed way~ 1 In the siitr~ 
tatpurvakamanu,;,iinam pu~avacchfavat -siimiinyatodr§!anca ( 1.1 :s) the first 

part is ·the defmition and. in the ~econd · part the ·accom1t of classification has 
. . . . 

. been· given. Iri the . same way, it can be said that the first part of the sutra 
. . 

(i~driyiirthasannikars~tpannam jiiinam) gives the definition of perception and 
. I . . , 

the terms avyapadesyam and vyavasiiyiitmakam existing in the second part . . 

· . indicate the two types of p~rception- determinate and indeterminate respectively. 
. . . . 

The tenn avyabhiciiff is given only to exclude illusory perception from . 

perception as state earlier. But in Tarkasaingraha Anrtambhana does not feel any · · 

necessity to include these terms, as ·he at first divides the valid presentative 

· cognition into perception etc.42 So the questi~n of coming of illusory perception 
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under purvtew of per<;eption does .not arise at all. But m Nyiiyabhiifya 

.. · Vatsyayana ·feels necessity to _in~lud~ this term as there is possibility of undue 

exten~ion of the definition of perception to ill~socy perception. 

Secondly, it is a_lready said:th~1.t absence (~bhava) ,which 2s already taken · 

a~ a category (padiirtha) is capable of being .percdved ·with the help of the 

contact . called qualifier-qualiflcand-relationship : ( viSe-lm:za -vise§ya-bhava~ 

sqnnikar§a): This contact is, I think, of a.peculiarnature, since in our daily-life . 

. we do not think this in s~ch a way .. When the ground is seen without ajar," it-is 

·. generally .said that there is. no jar on the ground ( bhuiaie gha!o niisti). The ve~bal 
expression .is . of this type but it is not generally expressed in the form of 

'qu~lifier and qualified'. Though there· is no basic difference between these tWo 

types ofexpression, the earlier one directly pinpoints to the expression while the .. 

latter one indirectly expresses the experience. We generally do not take recourse . 
. . . . . . ·. . 

to the 'qualifier-qualificand-form' when we feel the absence. of money at the end. 
. . . . 

. of the month in the· form ·- 'I am endowed. with the· absence of money ' 

· (~rthiib~dvan aham), but it i~ e~pressed as ~ :·~r have no money'. The . . . . . . 

qualifier-qualificand-form is done by an individual to indicate such expression 

· artificially as he_ has every right to express himself in his own way according to 

his .own desire (vivalcyar In spite of this, it is not a normal way of expression.· 

Thirdly, the ·perceptualit}'. of absence is not. accepted by some schools Ilke 

Advaita.':'edanta etc. who·admit that absence is known through a separate means· 

of knowing called. anupalabdhi. If we ponder over the fact how the abs·ence of 
. . . . . . . 

an object com~s, under. the ·.purView . of perception or perceptual". cognition, we 

· will find that there is no contact in the sense of Sannikar§a, as absence is not a 
. . 

. positive entity (bhiivapadiirtha). ·Had there been contact, it would have been a 

positve ·object. In other words, it may be asked how a negative fact becomes an . . 

artha (object) with· which sense-organs can be conneCted. When· the absence of a 
. . 

· · jar on the ground is known, there is the contact of the eye with the ground from 

which the absence is presumed. The argument-runs as follows: 'Had there been a 
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jar on the ground, itwould have been perceived', there is no jar at an. Obviously 
·. . . : . ·. . ; . 

· there.is the tole of perception in discovering the absence ofajar, but perceptimJ.~ 

o~e may ~rgue, cannot reveal it directly through s-ense-object-contact because . 

conta~t is di~ectly . rel~ted . to ground from. ~hich the. absence is . as~umed . 
mdire~tly~ For this ~eason only the Buddhists.(speci~lllyDharmakfrti) i~corporate . 

it under inference, the ·probans of which is anupalabdhi (non-apprehension) and 

Adv~in$ regard this a: sp~chil sour_ce of knowledge call~d anupalabdhi. : 

Irt order to· remove these .. difficultiyfs the Naiyayikas retain· their orlginal. 

position· about the perceptuality . of absence by ·way of. adducing the following 

arguments. To them, as soon as an indiVli.dual sees the ground, he perceives the 

absence of a jar_ also simultan~ously .. The per~eptual knowledge .of "bare· 
. . . 

ground". or "empty· ground'' gives rise to tbe knowledge of the absence of a jar. · 

. Actually the kn~wl~dge or 'bare ground' incorporates the knowledge of. the 
. . .. 

· absence of a jar etc~ Otherwise· how· does the awareness of 'bareness; or 
. . . 

'emptiness' come into· being? In fact; the terms 'bare', 'empty' entails that 

ground is having some absence (abhiivavat). Without the help of such contact in 

the· form of qualificand-qualifier relation (vise§ana vise~ya-bhiiva-sannikar§a) 
., . " ·· . 

. the perceptual knowledge of the absence of a jar on the ground is not possible. In. 

our everyday life we· also express the absence as 'empty pocket' i.e. money-less 
. . 

pocket. In these cases· also we have the awareness of the qualifier-qualificand-

. relationship. Though we do. not adopt the sophisticated way of presentation like. 
. . . . 

· 'The :ground is eridowed with the ab.sence of a jar~ (ghatiibhiivavad bhutalam), 
. . . . . : . . . . . , . . ·.. . . 

the same thing is expressed in ·another way of as Sw:zyalfi bhiitalafn (empty 
. . 

. ground). In this context 'silnya' '(empty) stands for 'abh"ava' (absence) of 

something, which.· is obviously a vise§al}a (qualifier) of the grOund, the 

qualificand (vise~a) . . To the Naiyayikas such an awareness of qualifier-. 

qualificand-character ·is spontaneously grasped by us, which becomes an 

instrumental (in the sense of sannikar§aY to the perceptual awareness of a 
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negative ~act. Bence, the Nyayd position can be defended if this . aspect of . 

msttiunentality is take~ for granted .. 

· Fourthly, some novel thoughts· are fou~d in the Nayayabodhinl on Dfpika. 
. . . ". . . . 

ofTarkasamgrr:zha, ~hich; I >think, d~serves a special mention. It ~ay b~ taken as 

· ne~ focus ·on the· Yise~a'!~-vise§aya-bhiiva- contact which is accpepted. as a 

. · ~bah riormal conta~t 'revealing· a negative fact. 

Our attention is drawn towards the fact that, when we perceive a jar, there 

is the awareness of the absence of a cloth endowed with clothness (pcitatva). The 
. .. . .. . -

Naiyayikas generally explain 'mutual absence' · (a~yonyiibhiiva) ·which is 

otherwise called bheda "Yith the example - gha.fo na pa.fa~ i.e. the jar is not a . 

pot. To know 'a jar' ·is to know it as different from 'non-jar' or 'a clo~'. The 
. ' . . . . . . . . 

Buddhists, 1 think, .have accepted the theory · of apoha (the negative way of 
. . . -. . 

argumentation). after considering this aspect.ofknowledge. From this, it may be· 

· .. concluded that the.a~areness o( each and every' positive object amounts to the 

awareness of the absence of other objects e?Ccepting th~ particular one. Hence,. 
. . . . . . . : . 

. . . . 

. the prior - knowledge of the absence of other objects is known. as soon as a 

positive entity is.known.It is quite natural.that when ajar is as a positive entitY 
. . . . 

is known. It is· quite.natilral that when ajar is perceived,the absenceor'clothness 

(existing in a cloth) ·is known by' us simultaneously. In.this context the absence· 
. . 

of clothness is known as i~ered in the jar which is again connected with th~ 

. eye,. because ·in a jar there ·is the distinction ·(bheda).of a cloth which is als·o 
I" . . . . . ,. 

revealed simultaneously at the ·time of the perception of a jar. The absence of 
! ' . . ' . 

dothness inheres in the jar connected with eye, which . is called smnyukta

vise*aiJa .. (qualifier conj9ined with something). In other . words, the contact 

. between an eye and ''the absence of clothness'~ is called sa,fiyuka- -vise§af}a 
. . . -

(conjoined. qualifier). In the. same way, while perceiving j$ess (existing iii a 

jar) the absence of earthm~ss·in it is also revealed. To know something as james·s 

is to know as absence of earthness in it applying the same logic of bheda or 

anyonyiibhiiva. This awareness is acquired through the contaCt called smnyukta-
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sama~eta-vi$e§aJJa (qualifier inherent m the conjoined) .. The perceptual 

awareness of e~~ss which is a qualifier ( vise§a~a) inhered (samaveta) in a jar 

·~hich is conne~ted with the ~ye ·(samy~kta) . . While perceiving coloumess 

(existing in _the. colour of a jar) the ab~e~ce of bl~ness in.it is also. perceived with 

· th~ help of the sa"myukta-:samctveta~sam~eta- vtse§a~a (i.e. qualifier inher~d in 
. . . . . ' , . . . . 

· ~·object which· .is· again inhered in the conjoined)~ In a particular cas·e 'the 
.. . . . . . . . 

abs·ence ofbh.mess' is a qualifier (vise~ana) inhered (samaveta) in the coloumess 
-· . . . . •' . . 

existing in· colour which is agam inhered. (samaveta) .in the jar connected 

(sc11nyukia) with eye.43 

. . 
These three sub-types of the qualifier - qualificand-contact . ( viSe~m:a -

vise*ya-bhava-sannikarsa) is really an addition to the history of Nyaya literatUre. . . . . . . . 

This· contribution· to · Nyaya theory . of fannikar~ci done by .the author of. 
. . . 

Nyiiyab~dhfnfopensa new horizon in the field ofNyaya-epistemology. Though 
. ·. . . - . -.. 

· · these three ·are different types of viSe§a'Ja -vise§jla-bhav~-tannik~r§ti, the insight 

. found in analy5ing these is really praiseworthy and thought~provoking. 

The· justification of the insertion of the term vyavasayatmaka . in the 

defin.itioil ·of perception as given by Vatsyayana and Vacaspati MiSra is not at all 

tenable; Vatsya),ana opines that this term is inserted in order to ex~lude doubtful 

cognition from . the· purview of . perception. The doubtful cognition though 

produced from the sense-object-contact .cannot be. called perception as it is not 

-certain (vyavascyatmaktz): ToVacaspati'MiSI"a doubtful cognition has already· 
. . 

.. been _excluded from perception with the iilsertio11 of the term avyabhicart (i.e. · . . . . .. 
. . 

no~-:rleviated) and hence the term vyavasayatmaka i~ inserted in the derfinition 

to include determinate perception (savikalpakajnana) under the defmition of 

.. perception; So far as my understanding goes, t~e term vyavasiiyatmaka is not 

used. to· exclude ·qoubtful knowledge, because .. ~n ·the earlier. siitra 

'Pratya~anuinano-pamanasabdalj Pramaflani ( 1.13) it is said that perception, 

~nference, comparison and verbal testimony are the sources of valid cognition. In 

the sutra perceptio~ is . already . taken as. a valid cognition and hence in the 
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definition an object is .rightly known through the contact o"r the sense-organ with 
. . . . . : . . 

·an object. Ther~· is ~o question of having deviated cognition (vyabhicarl) of an · 
. .. 

object and hence the term avyabhicariis not at all useful in the definition. 'f?at. 

~hi~h. is · express~d with the · h~lp of. language ... is called · vyavasiiyatmaka . 
. . ~-

.. (dete~inate cognition). As it is ·a forrri ofv~lid ~ognitio~, it. is ahvays valid and 

· hence determinate: The· validity of a piece of cognition is. determined by 
. . . . . . 

. verific.ation which is possible in ·ilie case of .determinate perception only.· The 
. . 

. indeterniinate perception is not" verifiable .as it is formless and not · expressed in 
. . ' . 

. . . . 

language:· So, . the question . of. validity . cannot be deterrilined. So the term 

'vyavasiiyatmaka' should not be included in the definition on account of the fact 

that· it is already taken as ·a form ·of prama. Hence the use of the term 

vyavasayatm~ka is superfl~o~s ·and redundant. 
. . 

. Follo~ing the rme of the Advaita Vedantins_ vicaspati Misra has said in 

his. Bhamati ·commentary that, thm{gh perception is taken as eldest among the. 

Prainal}as · (PramalJajye~fha), it is not superior to Agama i.e.,. testimonial. 
. . . . . . . · .. 

knowledge so .far as the. validity of .the statements like 'Svargakamo yajeta 'etc. 

is concerned. Because, the verification of such statements is not at all possible. If . 
. . 

.. the statements about some this-wordly fact or description are concerned, th~y are· 

takenas.percepmallytrue as verific~tion is possible. in su~h·cases ~hich have got 
. . . 

empirical validity (vyavaharik~pramti"wa).44 

The Naiyayikas, .though ·believer in Sruti or Agama, do not solely depend · 
. . . . 

' on them·. for determining the validity of the statements given in Sruti. Hence, . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

they are of the opinion that the vaJidity of such ~tatements can be d~termined 

through transcendental perception (yogajapratyak;;a) which is accepted as one of 

the supernormal"" means of knowing. The ~tatements given in Sruti may not be_ 

· . ta~en· for granted py all. Those who are nori-believer.s of Sruti can be convinced 

through some practical mean~: If they practise yoga, they would be in a position_ . 

to realize the truth of the stateme~ts . through this method. 45 Hence, the primacy 

or supremacy o~·perception has to be retained according to Nyaya. 
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. The Mfinamsakas say that the idea of an object is void - nothing. How 

so? Becaus~ we. :do not· find any difference of preseritatio~al form (iikiira) 

. between. the thing and t.he cogniti~ri of it.. It is our idea that is, the obje~t of. 

perception (J>ratyalqa .CCJ n6 buddhi~),· ~nd so .. the .supposed something . in. the 
. . shape of a '~hiilg' separate ":from .the thought is nothing at all. . This would be so if 

the thought _had the form of the thing, but <?ilr thought has .no form (nfriikiira); 

whil~ the external. thing has form ( iikiiravat), since it is perceived as connected .. 
.. . . . ·. . . . .- . . . . . 

. with external ·space. For. perceptual cognition has· 'the· thing for its object 
. . . 

(arthavi~ayii hi pratyaksabuddih); and has not another thought for its object (nd 
. . . . . ' , . . . . . . . 

buddhyantaravi~aya). For .thought is I_IlOmentary, instantaneous (lqa~ika), and. 

will not endure through the time of another thought. - The ·view th_at thought is 
. . 

known ju_st in· its coming to birth, and that it makes knoWn s()mething else, like a 
. . . . - . 

1anip,. is . wrong. For no one. apprehendS a thought where a· thing. is not 

apprehended. But . when. a thing is apprehended a. man knows that there· is 

tho.ught, as the_ result of an inference: Simultaneousness (of apprehension of t~e 
. . 

thing and apprehension of the ·thought} is impossible in this matter. It may be 

objected th~t· it is after the thought has arisen that we say 'the thing is known', 

·. and not when the thought has ~ot (yet) arisen. Th~refore, the thought arises first, . 

aild- afterwards the thing. is known. To this we reply that ·it is true the thought 

arises first; but it is not known first. For it .sometimes happens that even wlien a 

thi~g ha~ been apprehended we say that we have not app.rehend~d it Unato py 

arha~ san 'ajfiiita' ity ucyate). Nor can ~e apprehend the precise character. 
. . . . . . .. 

(riipa) ·of the thought without designating the thing (which is the· object or" the 
. . . 

·. / . - .. 
thought (na ca arthavyapadesam antarerza buddhe~ rupopalambhanam). 

Therefore thought cannot be designated (na vyapadesyii buddhih); 46 and what· 
. . . . . . . 

cannot be designated is not the object of perception. Therefore thought is not the 

object of perception. 

Moreover, granted that in case the cognition and the ·object cognized were 

identical in form there would be no such thing as cognition, this would not 
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establish the . non-existence of the thing, whic.h is the object ·of perception 

(ariha_sya p~dtyaksa.sya -satah. na ( Abhavah)). Atld (as ... a m~tter of fact) the. . . . . . . . . . . . 

thought and the thing. are not identical in form; for th~ thought, the existence of . 

. which we infer, is without shape or form (anakiirameva); while the thing, which 

we apprehe~d as the .object of perception (pr(Jtyaksam ·evavagacchamah) has 
. . . . . . . ~ . . . ·' . 

shape ·or· form (sa~ra) . . Therefore thought has the· thing as. its support~ ~.e. 
.. .. . . . .. . . 

depends ·on things (atthalambana~ pratyaya~.: Cf. just below - · na 
. . 

· ~niriilambana~ pratya);a~). Moreover, the thought· of a cloth· has a· cause 
. . . . . .. . 

restricted to the case (i.e: only arises) when threads are present (niyatariimittah 
. . . .· . . . . . . . . . .I 

tant~vevopadiyamanesu pafapratyayaN: if it were not so, the idea of a jar 

would som~times occur, in the case of a man .ai1Fwith ·senses unimpaired, even· 

whe~. threads are present . But this does not happen. Therefore thought is not . 

·.· iridepende~t of things, i.e: it refers to external· things (na .nira/ambanah 
. . . . , 

-~ . 
. pratyayafz). And ·therefore perception IS not an ·erroneous process· (na 

_- ryabhicarati pratyaksam ). 
. . . . . . · . 

. The passage in: which v atsyayana explains the word ~apadesyaJlin :Ns 
. . . . . . . . I . . 

l.i.4 is closely parallel_to the third part of Sahara'~ argument.*?'-

_What Vatsyay~ma has in mitid is that there is no way of naming ~ognitive 

states except throu~ the names of their objects. How c~m we ·distinguish the 

. perception of wour from th~ perception of taste, except by saying that the former 

. is tlie . apprehension of. colour - rupam iti janite ·,· - and that the iatter is the 
apprehensiqn of taste-:- 'rasa iti jiiniie '? ,. 

'. '. 
The words · 'riipa ', .'rasa', denominate the object of the perceptions . 

(vi~ayaniimadheya), and not the perceptions as such. Atld yet thereby (tima-. 
. . 

visayanamadheyena).theperceptions are in fact expressed (vyapadisyate). 
. . . . 

From this, which Vfitsyayana would ~ccept (ls so far a correct statement, 

some appear to have: drawn a further conclusion which Vatsyayana -rejects, and 
. . . 

which, as·he thinks, ihe siitrakiira intended to reject by the insertion of the word_ 

avyapadefyani in h,is definition of perception. This conclusion is stated in the 
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. / . ~ /' ~ 

words: niimadheyasabdena vyapadisyamanqm sat siibdam prasaiyate - the 

.· p~:r~eptio~, being·expressed by a word which is tlie na~e -or"the object; turns. out 

.·to be an affi~ of :words ...:. v~~baie.. 

· ·. The difficulty is to . see just how t~is · conclusion is justified by the~e 

. . premises: a dfffficulty due to the fact that we do not know the precise nature of 

.. ; . . . . . . . . 4.'6' : . . . 
. the· doctrine which Vavsyayana here criticizes. In _what sense can it be held that: 

.. . . . . . .. . . . . 

~e perception is 've~bal' on the ground th~t you can only express it ( ryapadis-) ... 

by using the word which is ·the name of the ·object perceived? . 

The position. seems iritelligible. As expoiuided by Vatsyayaha, it starts mit · 
. . 

from the assertion that wherever·there is a distinct thing, there is a distinct word 
. . . 

for it- yiivaiartham vai-niimadheya{abdii~ -· : and the implicati~n of this is that 

if there is a·supposedly .distinct thing which has not distinct name, then it is 'not 

·after all a -distinct thing. Now cognition, as such; comes under this description, 

for it has no· name other than the name. of the. ohject of which it is the cognition .. 

. Theref<?re, ·it . is·. nothing distinct . from the ·object, - or, if it ~an be at. ~ll 
u . . . . . . . . . 

· disting)iished, then thoughts are just the names themselves as distinguished from· 

the things. There -are things: and there are· names of things: but there is nothing 

. else,- no third distinct entity 'cognition'.· 

. Vatsyayana rep~ies that the distinct status of the ·apprehension as such is 

shown by the fact that there is appreherision of the object before the union .of 

·. word a~d thing h~s com~ into play·(anupayakte sabdiirtha~ambandh.e): andeven. 
\• 

after the miming has taken place the same remains true - the 'cogn;ition remains 

. distinct. from the .. names. This is· .. ~hat. the sutrakara . asserts by the . word 

avyapaderya, - i.e. distinct from names). When it is necessary to speak of the 

cognition as such_· as it isfor practical convenience (vyarahiira) -we can of 
course indicate what particular'.· cognition we. refer to : the 'indication' 

(vyapadefa) being. made by the name of the object followed (in Sanskrit) by the 

particle iti. The idea is· not· the object; but it can be indicated as being of the 

object. 
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